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To all, whom, it may concern:
Beit known that I, ALBERTB. DICK, a citi
Zen of the United States, residing at Chicago,
in the county of Cook and State of Illinois,
have invented a certain new and useful Im
provement in Means for Producing Dupli
cating-Stencils and Printing Therefrom, of
which the following is a specification.
My object is to enable the production upon
TO any Ordinary type-Writing machine of a sten
cil from which a large number of copies can
be printed, which copies will accurately re
semble ordinary type-written matter.
My object is further to provide simple and
15 efficient means for accomplishing this end;
to produce a stencil from which a large num
ber of copies can be printed without permit
ting the ink to pass therethrough, except to
form the letters of the type-Written matter;
to provide a protection for the stencil in
printing, and generally to make the appa
ratus convenient and efficient both in the
preparation of the stencil and in the printing
therefrom.
25 In an application for patent already filed
by me (Serial No. 252,003) is described the
process of preparing my duplicating-stencil.
That process is based upon the principle that
ifthin
a coated
sheet of open material, such as
porous paper, is covered on either or
each side by a sheet of fine open-mesh fab
ric, such as silk bolting-cloth, the striking of
the type of a type-Writer upon the superim
posed sheets will force the coating of the pa
35 per into the meshes of the fabric and cause
the coating to adhere to the fabric upon the
lines formed by the faces of the types, so
that when the sheets are separated the fabric
sheet will carry away with it accurate repre
4o sentations of the type in the coating, and
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Will leave the fiber of the paper exposed and
unprotected by the coating wherever it has
been struck by the type. The stencil which
is thus formed will permiit the passage of ink
through the openings or interstices between
the fibers of the paper where the same are
left exposed, but will prevent the link from
passing through other parts of the sheet, and
thus, by mounting the stencil in a frame, as
Will be well understood, and thoroughly ink
ing one side of it with an inking-roller, dul

plicates of the type-Written matter can be
printed upon the sheets placed beneath the
stencil.
The invention of this application relates 55
particularly to the character of the coating
employed on the open stencil-sheet base and
to an elastic protecting film therefor.
For preparing the stencil-sheet from which
the stencil is made, I prefer to employ a thin
tough paper, which at the same time is very
open. I have found that for this purpose the
Japanese paper known as “yoshino’ in Ja
pan, or “dental paper’ in the United States,
is highly efficient, but other thin papers of
equivalent openness might be employed.
This paper may be coated with paraffin in
the ordinary way of coating paper with par
affin for other purposes, but I have found
that when this alone is done the coating is
tenacious and does not readily break when
struck by the type; but by adding to the par
affin a material which makes the coating
friable this objection is overcome. For this
purpose I have found that lard or lard-oil is
an efficient material.
When I employ paraffin as the main in
gredient of the coating, Imix the paraffin and
lard or lard-oil preferably in the proportion
of seven parts of paraffin to one part of lard
or lard-oil, whereby the paraffin is shortened.
The paper is coated with this mixture after
the manner of the usual paraffin process.
The resulting coating is sufficiently tenacious
to allow all ordinary handling of the paper,
but is at the same time so friable that the
type in striking the surface will break into
and force the coating into the meshes of the
silk bolting-cloth or other covering or back
ing sheet on sharply-defined lines, so that in 9o
printing the copies compare favorably in
sharpness of the outline with the letters with
original type-Writing.
Another feature of the preferred construc
tion of mystencil-plate is to protect the coat 95.
ing on one side of the sheet by means of a thin
coating of elastic varnish. A great variety of
elastic varnishes may be employed, but I find
that a mixture of gun-cotton and etherforms
a good varnish, and is preferable on account OO
of its transparency and the ease with which
it can be put upon the sheet. This protect- -
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ing varnish is readily broken by the type and
does not detract from the ease With which the
Stencil is formed, and at the same time it pro
tects the coating from the action of the ink
and prevents the ink from passing through
the sheets at any points where the wax coat
ing may be defective or have become so by
use. Without this coating of varnish it will
Sometimes be found that the copies have ink
O spots upon them, which are produced by the
ink passing through the wax coating where
it is defective.
For preparing the stencil, I employ in con
nection. With the Waxed sheet a sheet of fine
T 5 open-mesh fabric, such as silk bolting-cloth,
and also a sheet of moderately stiff oiled pa
per, the latter to furnish a firm backing for
the fabric sheet. The fabric sheet and oiled
backing are of the usual size of paper for
type-Writing machines, while the Waxed sten
cil-sheet may be made larger, although it is
not necessarily so. To place the sheets to
gether for reception by the type-Writer, I first
lay the stencil-sheet with its varnished face
25 down, and then upon the top of this I place
the sheet of fabric and upon the fabric the
sheet of oiled backing. The extending mar
gins of the stencil-sheet are then folded over
the backing both at the sides and at the top
and bottom and are smoothed down flat, so
that they will stay in position. The super
imposed sheets are now arranged in a type
Writer, as would be an ordinary letter-sheet
With the face of the stencil underneath, so as
35 to receive the impression from the type. The
type-Writer is then manipulated as usual, the
key's being struck with a firm even stroke.
Before the type-Writer is used, however, the
inking-ribbon is removed and the type thor
oughly cleaned, so that they will present
sharp faces and will not be clogged withink
Or Other accumulations. After the entire
matter to be copied has been impressed upon
the Stencil-sheet, the superimposed sheets are
removed from the type-writer, the margins of
the stencil-sheet are unfolded, the oiled back
ing is first removed from the fabric sheet, and
then the fabric sheet is removed from the
stencil-sheet by lifting it carefully from one
COe.
The fabric sheet will carry away with it,
adhering to its surface, the representation of
the type-Written matter in the wax coating
which it removes from the stencil-sheet, leav
ing the fiber of the stencil-sheet exposed and
left unprotected by the wax-like coating on
the lines which have been impressed by the
type. The fibers of the paper of the stencil
sheet are left exposed so that ink can pass
between them. This stencil-sheet may be se
cured in a frame and its varnished side cow
ered withink by a roller, after which, by plac
ing sheets of paper successively beneath the
stencil, duplicates of the type-written matter
can be obtained by pressing the stencil with a
roller upon the sheet beneath. I prefer, how

placing over, it a sheet of thin porous paper,
such as that which forms the body of the sten
cil-sheet, and secure the stencil-sheet and the
protecting-sheet in the printing-frame to
gether. The inking-roller is then run over the
protecting-sheet until its pores are thoroughly
filled with ink as well as the exposed por
tions of the stencil-sheet beneath, when by 75
additional rolling duplicates of the type
written matter can be produced. The pro
tecting-sheet protects the face of the stencil
from mechanical injury and has also an ad
vantage in protecting the stencil from the
action of the ink. Before securing the sten
cil-sheet and protecting-sheet in the printing
frame I cover the creases which were made
in the stencil-sheet by folding it over the
oiled backing with strips of waxed paper
gummed on one side. These strips are pasted
over the creases before mentioned and pre
vent any ink from passing through the Stein
cil on the line of the creases, which it would
otherwise do, since the Wax-like coating of the
stencil is broken where the sheet is creased.
This necessity for covering the creases with
strips of course only arises from the fact
that the stencil-sheet is larger than the oiled
backing and the fabric sheet. If all the sheets 95
were of the same size, there Would be no ne
cessity of creasing the stencil-sheet and the
gummed strips before referred to Would not
be required. Before using the fabric sheet
again the adhering wax-like matter upon its IOC
Surface is removed by means of benzene or
any other suitable solvent.
In the accompanying drawings, forming a
part hereof, Figure 1 is a plan view of the su
perimposed sheets ready to be placed in the
type-writer with the stencil-sheet broken
away at one corner. Fig. 2 is a section
through the Superimposed sheets, the thick
ness of course being exaggerated. Fig. 3 is
a face view of the paper-stencil; Fig. 4, a top O
view of the printing-frame with the stencil
and protecting sheets secured therein, and
Fig. 5 the vertical section through the print
ing-frame.
A is the stencil-sheet, prepared with the II5
wax-like coating and covered with varnish on
one side, as already described. B is the sheet
of fine open-mesh fabric, such as silk bolt
ing cloth. C is the backing of oiled paper.
These sheets are placed together, as shown
in Figs, 1 and 2, and as previously described,
and are then placed in a type-Writing ma
chine and the subject-matter to be copied is
impressed upon them. They are then re
moved from the type-Writer and are separated, I 25
as already explained, when the stencil-sheet

A becomes the stencil E. This stencil, after
having the creases produced by folding cov
ered With gummed Strips of waxed paper a,
has its face covered with a porous protecting
sheet F, and these two sheets are then se
cured at their edges in the printing-frame G
by means of the holding-frame band suitable
ever, to protect the face of the stencil-sheet by catches c. The protecting-sheet F is then
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filled withink by an ink-roller, and by plac
ing a sheet of paper upon a suitable bed un
der the printing-frame the stencil can below
ered upon the bed and by passing the ink
ing-roller over the protecting-sheet ink will
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open material provided with a coating of Wax

mixed with a shortening material, substan
tially as set forth.

3. A stencil-sheet or duplicating-stencil
consisting of open material coated With a mix
be forced through the stencil and the type ture of paraffin and lard-oil, substantially as
.
written matter will be impressed upon the set forth.
sheet beneath. The printing-frame is then 4. A stencil-sheet or duplicating-stencil 35
raised and other sheetsplaced beneath it suc having a wax-like coating and provided with
O cessively and the roller passed over the pro an additional ink-proof elastic coating, sub
tecting-sheet, adding additionalink from time stantially as set forth.
to time, as required, until as many copies of 5. A stencil-sheet or duplicating-stencil AO
the type-written matter are produced as are consisting of open material having a wax-like
coating and also coated with an elastic var
desired.
Although I have described herein the pro nish, substantially as set forth.
cess of producing a stencil and desirable com 6. The combination with a sheet of open
material coated or impregnated with an ink
binations of extractor-sheets with the stencil proof
substance such as paraffin, of a pro 45
sheet, I do not claim herein such processes
or combinations, the same forming the sub tective covering for suchink-proof substance
ject of my application, Serial No. 252,003, filed composed of a solution of gun - cotton and
ether, substantially as set forth.
October 11, 1887.
This specification signed and witnessed this
What I claim is- .
1. A stencil-sheet or duplicating-stencil of 22d day of December, 1887.
ALBERT B. DICK.
open material provided with a coating having
Witnesses:
a
shortening
material
as
an
ingredient,
sub
25
ROBERT W. PARKER,
stantially as set forth.
GUST PETERSON.
2. A stencil-sheet or duplicating-stencil of

